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The terminal handled about 1,300 moves on Saturday, and drew support from truckers, who experienced an average turn time that

was about half as long as during the week, he said. Photo credit: Hugh R. Morley.

Rising cargo volumes and truck fluidity difficulties due to construction have prompted APM Terminals

(https://www.joc.com/port-news/terminal-operators/apm-terminals) to extend gate hours by 90 minutes and open Saturday

mornings in another sign that the Port of New York and New Jersey (https://www.joc.com/port-news/us-ports/port-new-

york-and-new-jersey) is inching toward longer operating hours.

The terminal, which does not normally process trucks and containers on the weekend, opened the gates

Saturday from 6 a.m. to 1 p.m. and plans to do so every Saturday until the end of the year, when it will review

how the experiment went, said Giovanni Antonuccio, the terminal’s general manager of client services. From

Monday, the terminal gates will close at 7 p.m. for dry containers instead of 5.30 p.m. at present, he said.

Among the port’s four main terminals, APM joins Maher Terminals, which also operates with a 7 p.m. close time.

GCT Bayonne closes at 4 p.m., and Port Newark Container Terminal (PNCT) closes at 6 p.m. None of the four

terminals open regularly on Saturday, but GCT has done so in the past.

Truckers in the port have long encouraged the terminals to extend gate hours, seeing it as a way to reduce

congestion and delays, especially as cargo volumes increase and more mega-vessels call at the port. The
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Council on Port Performance, a group of port stakeholders that seeks to improve efficiency in the port, has cited

the issue as one of three priorities needed to ensure fluidity.

Terminals have said they are open to extending gate hours if the cargo volume arriving requires it, but so far they

do not. And some stakeholders question the point of extending gate hours if area warehouses do not open on

extended gate hours and truckers can’t deliver or pick up cargo in off-peak hours.

Over the summer, the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey began a survey of warehouse operators to

determine the impact of extending marine gate hours. And PNCT is testing a system in which truckers or

beneficial cargo owners (BCOs) can pick up or drop off a refrigerated container later than the usual closing time

for reefers of 4:30 p.m., if they pay a fee of $80.

Antonuccio said APM’s decision to increase marine gate opening hours stemmed from several factors including

spikes in volume experienced by the port, in part due to the peak season. The extension should also help the

terminal through the difficulty of operation as it undergoes a $200 million renovation program, he said. The

upgrade includes new gates, cranes, and other equipment as well as dredging and strengthening of berths that

will enable the terminal to handle ships up to 18,000 TEU, he said.

“We listen to the demands of our customers,” Antonucci said. “We had steamship lines in here” asking the

terminal to extend the gate hours, as well as a trucking association, he added. The extended gates will give

truckers and BCOs more time in which to plan their moves, he said.

Saturday turn time — about one-half Monday-Friday

The terminal handled about 1,300 moves on Saturday, and drew support from truckers, who experienced an

average turn time that was about half as long as during the week, he said.

“We had a decent response last weekend, and we are hoping for an ever better one this weekend,” he said.

Sporadic congestion and delays at APM have been a source of frustration among truckers in recent months. On

at least three occasions in recent weeks, the Association of Bi-State Motor Carriers, the main group of drayage

companies and drivers in the port, has sent advisories to its members warning of delays in the terminal or long

truck lines outside, sometimes backing up to the New Jersey Turnpike a mile away.

The port handled 3.83 million loaded TEU in the nine months of 2018, up 7.2 percent on the same period in 2017,

according to figures from the port authority. The port is seeing a steady increase in mega-ship calls

(https://www.joc.com/special-topics/mega-ships) — in part due to the elevation of the Bayonne Bridge

(https://www.joc.com/port-news/us-ports/port-new-york-and-new-jersey/ny-nj-handles-mega-ships-post-bayonne-bridge-lift-

stride_20180618.html) in June 2017, which enabled ships of more than 9,500 TEU to reach all four of the main

terminals, instead of just one.

Port stakeholders say the added cargo volumes have not markedly increased congestion or delays at the port,

although one reason is that the volume of cargo loaded on and off mega-vessels has so far not been much

larger than that handled from smaller vessels in the past.

Ports around North America have extended gate hours to meet the logistical challenge of handling greater cargo

volumes, using a variety of methods of paying for the cost of extended gates.

In Southern California, the ports of Los Angeles-Long Beach are mulling a flat fee of $63.04 per FEU on both the

day and night shifts, (https://www.joc.com/port-news/us-ports/port-los-angeles/la-lb-pierpass-flat-fee-start-nov-19-barring-fmc-

action_20181015.html) to replace the congestion pricing fee of $144.14 per FEU that the ports levied 13 years ago

on trucks arriving during the day shift. Other ports are charging a fee to pay for longer gate hours, among them

the port of Montreal, which this summer began charging a $35 per container flat fee (https://www.joc.com/port-

news/international-ports/port-montreal/remaining-holdout-montreal-terminals-extends-gate-hours_20180912.html) that enabled the

port terminal to open until 11 p.m., instead of closing at about 2:30 p.m. in the past.
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